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￭ This Visio diagram illustrates the entities contained within the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 3.0. ￭ You can use the logical
database structure to understand the common relationships used to manage a CRM environment. ￭ Using the Visio View
Utility, you can view the logical database structure without running your program. ￭ For more information about the
Microsoft Dynamics CRM 3.0, visit: Crm3.0SFA.vsd Entities: The Sales Force Automation (SFA) entities are represented
in this diagram. The diagram shows the standard relationships used in the Sales Force Automation. These entities are
used to access information, customize workflows, and perform actions in the system. For more information about Sales
Force Automation, visit: Crm3.0Activities.vsd Entities: The Activities Entities are represented in this diagram. The
diagram shows the standard relationships used in the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 3.0. These entities are used to access
information, customize workflows, and perform actions in the system. For more information about Activities, visit:
Crm3.0Org.vsd Entities: The Organization Entities are represented in this diagram. The diagram shows the standard
relationships used in the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 3.0. These entities are used to access information, customize
workflows, and perform actions in the system. For more information about Organization, visit: Crm3.0MA.vsd Entities:
The Marketing Automation Entities are represented in this diagram. The diagram shows the standard relationships used
in the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 3.0. These entities are used to access information, customize workflows, and perform
actions in the system. For more information about Marketing Automation, visit:
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This macro was created to be used with a Microsoft Visio project. Macro is designed to remove an attribute from all of the
business entities. #Basic Commands: ￭ Load a Microsoft Office Visio Project (.vsd) ￭ Select the entity to remove the
attribute ￭ The entity will be highlighted when using the Macro ￭ Select the entity to delete the attribute ￭ The entity will
be highlighted when using the Macro ￭ Run the Macro Instructions: ￭ Load a Microsoft Office Visio Project (.vsd) ￭ Select
the entity to remove the attribute ￭ The entity will be highlighted when using the Macro ￭ Select the entity to delete the
attribute ￭ The entity will be highlighted when using the Macro ￭ Run the Macro 1. Run the macro and then close the
visio file. 2. Use the ExportToHtml to save the changed file to a html file. 3. Import the html file into a text editor to edit
the text. 4. Save the file again with.vsd extension. Thank You, Manchu Using this macro, you can find duplicate records
and identify them. By default, it will identify duplicate records by the
Country_code,Company_code,Region_code,Local_code and Contact_code. This macro is used to remove duplicates from a
Microsoft Office Visio file 1. Load a Microsoft Office Visio Project (.vsd) 2. Select the entity to search for duplicates 3. The
macro will be highlighted in the search area 4. Run the Macro The duplicate records will be deleted 5. Run the Macro
again to search for other duplicate records. 6. The macro will be highlighted in the search area 7. Run the Macro to
remove duplicate records. 8. Run the macro to remove duplicate records in another area. 9. Run the macro to remove
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duplicate records in a sub area. 10. Run the macro to search for more duplicates. 11. Run the macro to remove duplicate
records in another area. 12. Run the macro to remove duplicate records in a sub area. Thank You, Manchu UPDATE: This
macro is a corrected version that will also display the Duplicates in a message box. Using this macro, you can find
duplicate records and identify them 2edc1e01e8
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•￭ Download •￭ Install Microsoft Office Visio 2002 •￭ Open the file Crm3.0SFA.vsd in Microsoft Visio 2002 •￭ Save the
file to disk and close Microsoft Visio 2002 •￭ Copy and paste the saved file Crm3.0SFA.vsd in your Microsoft Visio 2002
project •￭ Save the file in Microsoft Visio 2002 •￭ Close Microsoft Visio 2002 The following table shows information about
the project. Project Name: Crm3.0SFA.vsd Author: Craig Brown Currency: $ File Size: 0.62 MB Keywords: crm, sales
force automation Compliance: 1 ... Sage 50 Interactive Sales Orders Sales Orders are the primary mechanism for
managing order fulfillment. The Sales Orders process is responsible for tracking the production and shipment of products,
inventory and customer orders. This process is also the central mechanism for reporting on the status of orders and
vendors. The Sales Orders process consists of two separate processes, Sales Order Entry and Sales Order Fulfillment.
Sales Order Entry is responsible for tracking the status of customer and vendor orders as well as entering the order into
Sage 100. Sales Order Fulfillment is responsible for tracking the status of products as they pass from raw materials to
manufactured goods and shipped to the customer. This example will use the Sage 50 Interactive Sales Orders process to
replace and process orders with the SupportOrder process. This process is only available for customers in the North
America region. You can find the sales orders process code in
modules\Sage50_interactive_sales_orders\Sage50_interactive_sales_orders_Sales_Orders.vba. The best place to start is
the Sales Order Entry process, where you can see the changes needed to support an interactive sales order. The biggest
change is in the business rules. The code in the Changes process has been updated to support the new business rules. The
code in this example assumes that you have already installed the SQL Server 2008 and Microsoft Office 2010 products in
a virtual machine. •￭ Create a new virtual machine and install the products as follows. 1. Microsoft SQL Server 2008
Express edition 2. Microsoft Office 2010 3. Microsoft Office Visio 2010 4. Microsoft Visio 2010 Standard ... Process Sales
Order Fulf
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What's New In?

This Microsoft Office Visio diagrams show the logical database structure for Microsoft CRM 4.0. The following diagrams
are included: ￭ Crm4.0SFA.vsd - Sales Force Automation Entities ￭ Crm4.0Activities.vsd - Activities Entities ￭
Crm4.0Org.vsd - Organization Entities ￭ Crm4.0MA.vsd - Marketing Automation Entities ￭ Crm4.0Security.vsd - Security
Entities ￭ Crm4.0SM.vsd - Service Management Entities ￭ Crm4.0QOI.vsd - Quote, Order, and Invoice Entities ￭
Crm4.0CaseContract.vsd - Case and Contract Entities ￭ Crm4.0ProductCatalog.vsd - Product Catalog Entities ￭
Crm4.0Answers.vsd - Answer Entities Requirements: ￭ Microsoft Office Visio 2003 CRM Logical Database Diagrams
Description: This Microsoft Office Visio diagrams show the logical database structure for Microsoft CRM 4.5. The
following diagrams are included: ￭ Crm4.5SFA.vsd - Sales Force Automation Entities ￭ Crm4.5Activities.vsd - Activities
Entities ￭ Crm4.5Org.vsd - Organization Entities ￭ Crm4.5MA.vsd - Marketing Automation Entities ￭ Crm4.5Security.vsd -
Security Entities ￭ Crm4.5SM.vsd - Service Management Entities ￭ Crm4.5QOI.vsd - Quote, Order, and Invoice Entities ￭
Crm4.5CaseContract.vsd - Case and Contract Entities ￭ Crm4.5ProductCatalog.vsd - Product Catalog Entities ￭
Crm4.5Answers.vsd - Answer Entities Requirements: ￭ Microsoft Office Visio 2010 CRM Logical Database Diagrams
Description: This Microsoft Office Visio diagrams show the logical database structure for Microsoft CRM 2011. The
following diagrams are included: ￭ Crm2011SFA.vsd - Sales Force Automation Entities ￭ Crm2011Activities.vsd -
Activities Entities ￭ Cr
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System Requirements For CRM Logical Database Diagrams:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8 Processor: Intel Core i5-2500 Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce
650M with 2GB RAM DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 1.5 GB available space
Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i7-3770 Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 Network: Broad
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